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The trainings for racing (anaerobic effort) and endurance rides (effort of 
oxygen nature) markedly differ and therefore the differences between 

endurance horses and race horses are substantial. 



Successful competing in races and endurance rides  

 is determined primarily by good health and proper adaptation  

to increasing workload during training 



   Health and performance ability  

of the horses are usually assessed on 

 the basis of physical examination 

 and monitoring of heart rate 

and selected  

haematological and biochemical 

parameters 

   

  



Is it possible to detect 

subclinical disorders ? 



APR - Acute Phase Reaction 

• APR is the first, rapid and nonspecific response to any kind of disturbances in 
homeostasis (infections, traumas, neoplasia or immune disorders)  

• In humans, dogs and horses the reaction analogous to APR has been observed 
also after prolonged strenuous exercise  

 

http://horsenetwork.com/2017/02/race-wild-coast/ http://www.aladiyat.ae 



Exercise-induced acute phase 
response occurred  after long, 
but not limited distance ride  

 Such high values,  
although still within reference ranges 



In the horses,  

exercise – induced acute phase reaction 

was characterized by ≥10 – fold increase in 

SAA concentrations 



SERUM AMYLOID A (SAA) 
• main acute phase protein in horses, released to blood during acute phase reaction 

(APR)  

Inflammation 

• increases within a few hours of infection or tissue injury and reach peak values 
within one or 2 days 

• concentrations of healthy horses have been reported to range from <0.5–20 mg/l  



SAA concentration in young, unexperienced 
horses increased 4-fold: 

- exercise – induced acute phase reaction ? 
- unfavorable effects of strenuous exercise ? 
- physiological adaptation to increased 

workload during training? 
 
 
 

  



Elevated SAA level may serve 
as a non-specific indicator of 

the poor condition of 
endurance horses that results 

in elimination from long 
distance competition  



 The current project involves the 
investigation of changes also  
in other parameters important in acute 
phase reaction, and so that 
characterization the nature of exercise-
induced reaction after training. 



The scientific purpose of the project 
1. Investigation of the onset and role of exercise-induced 
acute phase reaction in the horses that begin race and 
endurance trainings during their first two training seasons, 
 

2. Identification of the relations between the onset  
of exercise-induced acute phase reaction during the training 
cycle and the horses’ adaptation to increasing workload 
during training,  
 

3. Development of multivariable statistical model for 
evaluation of training performance of horses and influence 
of training on their health status. 



 
Methodology 

 



Meaning of the project 
The differences among typical APR in inflammation, 
APR after heavy exertion and exercise-induced APR 
in training can be identified. The role of exercise-
induced APR will be considered in the context of 
horses’ health and performance history, 
 
Analyzing data in the context of horses’ performance 
ability will allow to answer the question if it is 
adaptation or unfavorable reaction, 
 
The determination of relationships between 
activation of genes involved in APR, the presentation 
of exercise-induced APR features in peripheral blood, 
course of training and selected orthopedic diseases 
development. 



What does it like to be a jockey?  

 


